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Avid Readers Club
Designed for students who have a passion for reading and wish to challenge themselves with
more difficult texts and themes, our readers club is centered around thought-provoking
discussions that will lead to a keen understanding of a work’s deeper meaning. To get there,
students will read classic and modern novels, plays, and short stories that tackle important
themes such as courage, coming of age, power, and identity. Along the way, students will be
exposed to more complicated sentence structures and vocabulary, which will help prepare
them for rigorous English literature courses in future years as well as standardized tests such as
the SSAT and SAT. Finally, writing assignments will be given and reviewed in order for students
to further develop and demonstrate their reading comprehension and analysis skills.
.

Contact Us Now.

info@capstoneprep.com

www.capstoneprep.com

Secondary Center: 2/F, One Hysan Avenue, Causeway Bay, Hong Kong

2893 6060

Avid Readers Club
,

Grade 3-4

Duration: 6 lessons x 1.5 hrs | Class Size: 7 | Course fee: $4,770

Term

Mode

Code

Date

Time

T1

In-Person

02IABJU2201

Jun 28, 29, 30, Jul 5, 6, 7 (Tue/Wed/Thu)

9:30 - 11:00

T2

In-Person

02IABJY2201

July 12, 14, 19, 21, 26, 28 (Tue / Thu)

14:15 - 15:45

T3

In-Person

02IABAU2201

Aug 2, 4, 9, 11, 16, 18 (Tue / Thu)

14:15 - 15:45

Grade 5-6

Duration: 6 lessons x 1.5 hrs | Class Size: 7 | Course fee: $4,770

Term

Mode

Code

Date

Time

T1

In-Person

02IACJU2201

Jun 28, 29, 30, Jul 5, 6, 7 (Tue/Wed/Thu)

11:15 - 12:45

In-Person

02IACJY2201

July 13, 15, 20, 22, 27, 29 (WED / FRI)

14:15 - 15:45

Online

02OACJY2201

July 13, 15, 20, 22, 27, 29 (WED / FRI)

9:30 - 11:00

In-Person

02IACAU2201

Aug 3, 5, 10, 12, 17, 19 (WED / FRI)

14:15 - 15:45

Online

02OACAU2201

Aug 3, 5, 10, 12, 17, 19 (WED / FRI)

9:30 - 11:00

T2
T3

Grade 7-9

Duration: 6 lessons x 2 hours | Class Size: 7 | Course fee: $6,360

Term

Mode

Code

Date

Time

T1

In-Person

01IADJU2201

Jun 28, 29, 30, Jul 5, 6, 7 (Tue/Wed/Thu)

14:15 - 16:15

T2

In-Person

01IADJY2201

July 13, 15, 20, 22, 27, 29 (Wed/Fri)

11:15 - 13:15

T3

In-Person

01IADAU2201

Aug 3, 5, 10, 12, 17, 19 (Wed/Fri)

11:15 - 13:15

Avid Reader Club Special Offer 20% Discount

*Free 1-hr Sample Lesson and upto 15-mins parents’ introductory seminar with instructor. Please contact us for the sample lesson schedule.
This discount cannot be used in conjunction with other discount offers and with any deductions.

Application will be processed on a first-come-first-served basis.
Course schedule and fee are subject to change without advance notice.
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G3-4
For students who love to read and want to explore

Students will:

new worlds, this intensive will challenge them to consid-

• Actively participate in lively discussions every class

er different perspectives and think, “Would I have done

• Learn higher level vocabulary in between classes

the same in this situation? If not, why?”

and every lesson
• Get an introduction to classic themes such as

Perfect for students who:
• Simply love to read whenever, wherever they can
• like imagining themselves in the same situations that

courage and coming of age
• Show their understanding of a work through short
written assignments

the protagonists faced

Term 1 & 3
Number the Stars
by Lois Lowry

Term 2
Holes by Louis Sachar
Stanley Yelnats is under a curse. A curse that began with
his no-good-dirty-rotten-pig-stealing-great-great-grandfather and has since followed generations of Yelnats.
Now Stanley has been unjustly sent to a boys’
detention
center, Camp Green Lake, where the boys build
character by spending all day, every day digging holes
exactly five feet wide and five feet deep. There is no

Ten-year-old Annemarie Johansen and her best friend
Ellen Rosen often think of life before the war. It's now
1943 and their life in Copenhagen is filled with school,
food shortages, and the Nazi soldiers marching through
town. When the Jews of Denmark are "relocated," Ellen
moves in with the Johansens and pretends to be one of
the family. Soon Annemarie is asked to go on a dangerous mission to save Ellen's life.
• Understand how courage is not limited to adults,
that children are more than capable of
demonstrating bravery in serious circumstances
• Consider the role friendship plays in shaping
our identities
• Think of creative ways to solve complex problems
while under pressure
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lake at Camp Green Lake. But there are an awful lot of
holes. It doesn’
t take long for Stanley to realize there’
s
more than character improvement going on at Camp
Green Lake. The boys are digging holes because the
warden is looking for something. But what could be
buried under a dried-up lake? Stanley tries to dig up the
truth in this inventive and darkly humorous tale of crime
and punishment—and redemption.
• Examine the role of fate and whether humans have
control over their destinies
• Discuss the importance of kindness and empathy in
environments where bullying is widespread
• Begin to understand how people can be treated
differently because of their race

G5-6
For students who enjoy reading and want to

Students will:

challenge themselves, this intensive will expose them to

• Engage in thought-provoking discussions

classic works that countless readers throughout the world
still fondly recall many years after first reading them.

every class
• Gain exposure to literary devices such as
symbolism and personification in every lesson

Perfect for students who:

• Further understand the deeper meaning

• See reading as a hobby rather than a task
• Enjoy experiencing characters’ highs and lows at key
moments in a story

of classic works
• Demonstrate this understanding through
formal writing

Term 1 & 3
Hatchet by Gary Paulsen
On his way to visit his estranged father, thirteen-year-old Brian finds himself
stranded in the remote Canadian wilderness with only his clothing and the
hatchet his mother gave him as a present before his departure. Exhausted,
terrified, and hungry, Brian struggles to find food and make a shelter for himself.
He has no special knowledge of the woods. Is the water safe to drink? Are the
berries he finds poisonous? Slowly, Brian learns to turn adversity to his advantage.
A story of survival and of transformation, this riveting book has sparked many a
reader's interest in venturing into the wild.
• Gain more exposure to literary devices such as symbolism and personification
• Discuss whether civilization benefits or harms human beings
• Chart the development of protagonists to better understand whycertain works are referred to as
“coming of age” novels

Term 2
The Westing Game by Ellen Raskin
When sixteen people are called together for the reading of wealthy Sam
Westing's will, they are surprised to learn that the will is actually a contest in which
they are all to participate. Working with partners, the potential heirs take their
clues to try to find the elusive answer to the Westing game and thus take their
shares of the two-hundred-million-dollar prize. Along the way, the contestants
confront the prejudice, greed, and deceit that they see in each other and
themselves.
• Examine how plays can differ from novels in terms of settingand dialogue
• Discuss how prejudice and misperceptions can affect a person’s intellectual
and emotional development
• Delve deeper into the importance of communication in all types of
relationships
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G7-9
For students who often read in their free time,

Students will:

this intensive will introduce them to themes and

• Share and defend their assertions about the works

topics that are frequently discussed in high school
and beyond.

every class
• Understand how authors use literary devices to
effectively

Perfect for students who:

convey

their

messages

during

every lesson

• Get as much enjoyment out of reading as they
do from watching YouTube videos
• Want to prepare themselves for the challenges
of future English courses at school

• Develop a deeper appreciation for literature and
how it can be far more meaningful compared to
other media forms like streaming video
• Further hone their writing skills by analyzing the
assigned works

Term 1 & 3
The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time
by Mark Haddon
Christopher John Francis Boone knows all the countries of the world and their
capitals and every prime number up to 7,057. He relates well to animals but has no
understanding of human emotions. He cannot stand to be touched. And he
detests the color yellow. This improbable story of Christopher’s quest to
investigate the suspicious death of a neighborhood dog makes for one of the most
captivating, unusual, and widely heralded novels in recent years.
• Identify how writing styles can change based on the perspective of the narrator
• Learn the importance of empathy and why prejudice often prevents us from
seeing the whole truth
• Reflect on the meaning of courage and how it can come in many different forms

Term 2
A Doll’s House by Henrik Ibsen
A Doll's House is a masterpiece of theatrical craft which, for the first time, portrayed
the tragic hypocrisy of Victorian middle class marriage on the stage. The play
ushered in a new social era and "exploded like a bomb into contemporary life". A
scathing critique of the traditional roles of men and women in nineteenth century
marriage, the play illustrates Ibsen’s belief that man and wife were denied
equality by the rigid confines of the law and convention.
• Examine traditional gender roles and how they have changed (or stayed the
same) in modern society
• Gain greater exposure to literary devices, particularly foreshadowing and irony
• Develop their critical thinking skills by debating and writing about whether a main
character’s crucial decision was justifiable
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